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Dynamics of large-scale brain activity in normal arousal states and epileptic seizures
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Links between electroencephalograms~EEGs! and underlying aspects of neurophysiology and anatomy are
poorly understood. Here a nonlinear continuum model of large-scale brain electrical activity is used to analyze
arousal states and their stability and nonlinear dynamics for physiologically realistic parameters. A simple
ordered arousal sequence in a reduced parameter space is inferred and found to be consistent with experimen-
tally determined parameters of waking states. Instabilities arise at spectral peaks of the major clinically ob-
served EEG rhythms—mainly slow wave, delta, theta, alpha, and sleep spindle—with each instability zone
lying near its most common experimental precursor arousal states in the reduced space. Theta, alpha, and
spindle instabilities evolve toward low-dimensional nonlinear limit cycles that correspond closely to EEGs of
petit mal seizures for theta instability, and grand mal seizures for the other types. Nonlinear stimulus-induced
entrainment and seizures are also seen, EEG spectra and potentials evoked by stimuli are reproduced, and
numerous other points of experimental agreement are found. Inverse modeling enables physiological param-
eters underlying observed EEGs to be determined by a new, noninvasive route. This model thus provides a
single, powerful framework for quantitative understanding of a wide variety of brain phenomena.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Correlations of electroencephalograms~EEGs! with brain
function are widely used diagnostically, and close conn
tions to dynamics and cognition are infered@1–3#. Yet the
detailed link between EEGs and underlying physiology is
well understood, despite over 125 years’ work@2,3#. Similar
remarks apply to the evoked response potentials~ERPs! seen
after impulsive stimuli, and the steady state evoked pot
tials ~SSEPs! produced by sinusoidal stimuli@2,3#. Still more
cryptic are seizure EEGs, whose relationship to norm
EEGs is not understood. As a result the large array of EE
related studies, and their highly varied results, are not in
grated within any overall framework and show a divergen
of approaches in which researchers working on differ
scales, structures, or phenomena often communicate l
and quantitative analysis usually occurs only at the sma
scales, if at all. Likewise, EEG studies are also poorly in
grated with cellular neurophysiology, psychology, and ot
branches of neuroscience. Most information in EEGs is t
discarded because it can neither be analyzed systemati
nor in terms of physiology or other measures. Here we p
vide a single theory of a large variety of large-scale br
electrical activities, including seizures, establishing a fram
work in which other phenomena can be systematically
cluded.

EEGs result from cortical electrical activity aggregat
over scales much larger than individual neurons or than
be modeled using neural networks. Hence, models of la
scale activity average over microscopic neural structure
obtain continuum descriptions on scales of millimeters to
whole brain, incorporating realistic anatomy such as sepa
excitatory and inhibitory neural populations~pyramidal cells
and interneurons!, nonlinear neural responses, multiscale
terconnections, dendritic, cell-body, and axonal dynam
and corticothalamic feedback@4–21#.
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Recently we developed a physiologically based co
tinuum model of corticothalamic dynamics that reproduc
and unified many features of normal EEGs, including t
discrete spectral peaks in the slow wave (,1 Hz), delta
~1–2.5 Hz!, theta ~2.5–7.5 Hz!, alpha ~7.5–12.5 Hz!, and
beta~12.5–30 Hz! bands, seen in waking and sleeping sta
@13,15–20#, and ERPs@21# ~the upper delta boundary i
lower than conventional for reasons given in@19#!. Here we
extend this model to account for nonlinear behaviors see
EEGs: petit mal and grand mal generalized epilepsies, E
entrainment and seizure activation by stimuli@2,22,23#, and
low-dimensional seizure dynamics@24,25#. For simplicity,
we concentrate on global cases, leaving conditions suc
focal epilepsies mainly for future work. In contrast to mo
analyses in neuroscience, which seek a specific mecha
underlying each distinct behavior, we derive a wide varie
of behaviors from moderate parameter changes of a
known mechanisms in a single model. Our continuum
proach averages over microstructure to yield mean-fi
equations in a way that is complementary to cellular-le
and neural-network analyses: these other approaches ca
employed to elucidate the connections between microst
ture and mean-field quantities, while the continuum fie
provide the background against which microscopic neu
activity takes place.

After developing our model in Sec. II, our main tasks a
to find parameter ranges consistent with physiology~Sec.
III !, understand the gross structure of the parameter sp
~Sec. IV!, especially its division into stable and unstab
zones~Sec. V!, and reproduce the above experimentally o
served linear ~Secs. VI and VII! and nonlinear ~Secs.
VIII–X ! behaviors in a unified way.

II. CORTICOTHALAMIC MODEL

Our focus on global dynamics allows spatial variations
be ignored. We thus use the global-mode~i.e., spatially uni-
©2002 The American Physical Society24-1
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form! limit of previous analyses@16,20# to derive ordinary
differential equations for the behavior of EEG signals, ge
eralized to include nonlinear thalamic responses. The glo
mode dominates at the low frequencies considered here
its use implies that boundary conditions are ignored@16,20#.
We can also ignore volume conduction at the frequencies
wave numbers of relevance@19#.

The mean firing rates~or pulse densities! Qa of excitatory
(a5e) and inhibitory (a5 i ) neurons are related to the ce
body potentials Va , relative to resting, by Qa(t)
5S@Va(t)#, whereS is a sigmoidal function that increase
smoothly from 0 toQ asVa increases from2` to `. We use

S@Va~ t !#5Q@11exp$2@Va~ t !2u#/s8%#21, ~1!

whereu is the mean neural firing threshold ands8p/A3 is
the standard deviation of this threshold. Effectively, the st
function threshold response of a single neuron is smeared
to yield a sigmoidal curve when averaged over the wh
population.

The cell-body potentialVa results after dendritic inputs
have been filtered in the dendritic tree, then summed
obeys@15,20#

DaVa~ t !5naefe~ t !1naif i~ t !1nasfs~ t2t0/2!, ~2!

Da5
1

ab

d2

dt2
1S 1

a
1

1

b D d

dt
11, ~3!

where the right side of Eq.~2! involves contributionsfe,i
from other cortical neurons, and inputsfs from thalamic
relay nuclei, delayed by a timet0/2 required for signals to
propagate from thalamus to cortex. Herenab5Nabsb where
Nab is the mean number of synapses from neurons of t
b5e,i ,s to typea5e,i andsb is the strength of the respons
to a unit signal from neurons of typeb. The quantitiesb and
a are the inverse rise and decay times of the cell-body
tential produced by an impulse at a dendritic synapse, w
b'4a @15,18#. The second-order differential equation~2! is
equivalent to the integral equation

Va~ t !5E
2`

t

L~ t2t8!P~ t8!dt8, ~4!

where P is the right side of Eq.~2! and L(t2t8) is the
response at the cell body at timet to ad-function input to the
dendrites at timet8, with

L~u!5
ab

b2a
~e2au2e2bu!, ~5!

which is a good approximation to the response seen exp
mentally.

Each part of the corticothalamic system gives rise
pulses, which form a fieldfa that propagates atv
55 –10 m s21 and obeys a damped wave equation@20#. In
the spatially uniform case, spatial gradient operators have
effect and the wave equation becomes
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d2
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1

2

ga

d

dt
11Dfa~ t !5S@Va~ t !#, ~6!

wherega5v/r a and r a is the mean range of axonsa.
Here we make the approximation that intracortical co

nectivities are proportional to the numbers of synapses
volved, which impliesVi5Ve and Qi5Qe @13,19# and lets
us concentrate on excitatory quantities. The smallness or i
also lets us setg i'` @15#.

The present model incorporates thalamic nonlinearit
Figure 1 shows the connectivities considered, including
thalamic reticular nucleus that inhibits relay nuclei. The l
ter relay external stimulifn to the cortex, as well as corti
cothalamic feedback via projections offe to them; their in-
fluences are excitatory. Pulse ratesf r andfs in the reticular
and relay nuclei, and the corresponding cell-body potenti
then satisfy

DaVc~ t !5ncefe~ t2t0/2!1ncsfs~ t !1ncrf r~ t !1ncnfn~ t !,

~7!

where there is a delayt0/2 for signals to travel from cortex to
thalamus,c5r ,s, ncc5n rn50, and the local approximation
fc(t)5S@Vc(t)# @20# applies because the small size of t
thalamic nuclei enables us to assumegc'` in Eq. ~6!. Of
the nab , only nei andnsr are negative. Relative to previou
models, our inclusion of thalamic nonlinearity has the adv
tages of~i! self consistency between steady state firing ra
and linear properties, which were previously determin
separately, and~ii ! the ability to treat widely varying values
of fa , as observed in seizures.

III. PHYSIOLOGICAL PARAMETER VALUES

Our model has 15 physiological parameters:Q, u, s8, a,
b, ge , t0 , nee, nei , nes, nse, nsr , nsnfn , n re , and n rs .
Here we use only values compatible with physiology a
note that, even without this powerful constraint, only limite
classes of behavior are possible given the structure of

FIG. 1. Schematic of corticothalamic interactions, showing
locationsab at whichnab andGab act.
4-2
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DYNAMICS OF LARGE-SCALE BRAIN ACTIVITY IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 041924
equations—certainly, it is not possible to fit arbitrary da
The number of parameters is big enough to allow reali
representation of the anatomy and physiology needed,
small enough to yield useful interpretations.

The first seven parameters above are approxima
known from experiment, and constraints on them have b
discussed elsewhere@18,19#, as summarized in Table I. Th
nab are less well known from physiology since theNab and
sb have only been approximately determined. Values ofNab
are between 100 and few thousand in the cortex and 10–
in the thalamus@17,18#, while sb'12100 mV s @26#.
Hence, physiology constrains thenab only to quite broad
ranges, although individual ones are better constrained
the set as a whole. We argue that all thenabfb in Eqs. ~2!
and ~7! must be similar in size, since the anatomical stru
tures in our model are known to affect each other compa
bly. Sincefb'5 –20 s21!Q in normal states@27#, the right
sides of Eqs.~2! and ~7! must be&u/fb @7#. The relative
influences of the structures change significantly betw
states of arousal@3#, which implies that changes in thenabfb
must be of orders8 and theunabfbu must typically be larger.
Combining these inferences yieldsnab'0.05–10 mV s, as
in Table I. More detailed arguments to be published in
future lead to the nominal values in Table I; the latter a
indicative only and are expected to vary severalfold betw
individuals and states of arousal.

IV. LINEAR WAVES, SPECTRA, AND EVOKED
POTENTIALS

Setting all derivatives to zero in Eqs.~1!–~7! determines
corticothalamic steady states when the system is driven
constant, spatially uniform external stimulusfn . The equa-
tions are easily solved numerically and always have an
number of solutions, usually one or three.

Small perturbations of steady states allow use of lin

TABLE I. Physiologically allowed ranges and nominal values
model parameters.

Quantity Range Nominal Unit

Q 100–1000 250 s21

u '15 15 mV

s8 '3 3.3 mV

ge 70–150 100 s21

a 25–100 50 s21

b/a 2–6 4

t0 70–90 80 ms

nee 0.05–10 1.2 mV s

2nei 0.05–10 1.8 mV s

nes 0.05–10 1.2 mV s

nse 0.05–10 1.2 mV s

2nsr 0.05–10 0.8 mV s

nsnfn 0.05–10 1.0 mV s

n re 0.05–10 0.4 mV s

n rs 0.05–10 0.2 mV s
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analysis. In this case, a stimulusfn(v) of angular frequency
v has the transfer function tofe(v) @20,21#

fe~v!

fn~v!
5

GesL

12GeiL

GsnLeivt0/2

12SrL
2

1

q2r e
2 , ~8!

q2r e
25S 12

iv

ge
D 2

2
L

12GeiL
FGee1

~Sd1SiL !L

12SrL
2 eivt0G ,

~9!

Gab5
fa~0!

s8
S 12

fa~0!

Q D nab , ~10!

L5~12 iv/a!21~12 iv/b!21, ~11!

where the gainGab is the differential output produced b
neuronsa per unit input from neuronsb, and the static gains
for loops in Fig. 1 areSd5GesGse for feedback via relay
nuclei only, Si5GesGsrGre for the loop through reticular
and relay nuclei, andSr5GsrGrs for the intrathalamic loop.
Waves obeyq2(v)50, with instability boundaries where
this is satisfied for realv @15,19#.

The EEG frequency spectrum is given by the squa
modulus of Eq.~8!, which shows excellent agreement wi
observed spectra, including the occurence of alpha and
rhythms at frequenciesf '1/t0,2/t0, the asymptotic low- and
high-frequency behaviors, and key differences between w
ing and sleep spectra@19,20#. Equation~8! also enables the
form of SSEPs to be calculated, as these are the respons
sinusoidal stimuli@2#. The inverse Fourier transform of~8!
gives the ERP that results from an impulse, and agrees
with experiment@21#.

V. INSTABILITIES AND NONLINEAR WAVES

Sinceq250 is required for instability anduq2u increases
at largev, only the first few spectral resonances can beco
unstable. Extensive exploration of the dynamics of the mo
for realistic parameter ranges implies that there are four
instabilities, which result in only a few nonlinear behavior
~a! A slow wave/delta instability (f '0) that leads to a low-
frequency spike-wave limit cycle if only unstable fixe
points remain, or to runaway to a stable high-fe fixed point
that is unsustainable in practice and whose future anal
will require inclusion of effects such as hypoxia and neu
modulator dynamics@17,18#. ~This and later limit cycles are
noise perturbed in practice, which may mask low lev
chaos, not studied here.! ~b! A theta or fast delta instability,
most often around 3 Hz, which saturates in a nonlinear li
cycle at nearly the same frequency@see Fig. 2~a!#. The cycle
usually shows a spike-wave or polyspike form unless its
rameters are close to the instability boundary. The wa
form, but not its frequency, is sensitive to the input para
eters.~c! A spindle instability atv'(ab)1/2 @see Fig. 2~b!#,
which is usually in the alpha band for physiologicala andb,
4-3
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leading to a limit cycle near 10 Hz. This instability starts
the intrathalamic loop, then spreads to the whole system
thalamocortical projections.~d! An instability of thea peak,
usually leading to a limit cycle near 10 Hz, with a wave for
similar to Fig. 2~b!.

The occurence of only a few important types of instabil
suggests that it may be possible to parameterize the stab
of the brain in a space of relatively few dimensions. Inde
at low frequencies one can writeL'1 except in the term 1
2SrL

2 in Eq. ~9!, enablingq250 to be written

05S 12
iv

ge
D 2

2x2
y~12Sr !

12SrL
2 eivt0, ~12!

x5Gee/~12Gei!, ~13!

y5
Sd1Si

~12Sr !~12Gei!
, ~14!

wherex andy relate to cortical and corticothalamic stabilit
respectively, and

z52Srab/~a1b!2, ~15!

parametrizes intrathalamic stability. Equation~12! defines
the boundary of a stability zone inxyz space, shown in Fig
3. The signs of the gains, known from physiology, place
back of this zone atx50 and its base atz50. A pure spindle
instability occurs atz51, which couples to the alpha insta
bility, causing the upper boundaries to slope down, w
spindle instability dominating at top and left, and alpha
stability at right. At smallz the left surface is defined by

FIG. 2. Sample time series from the model in regimes co
sponding to~a! theta instability,~b! spindle instability. We plot
2fe to correspond to the customary inverted scale for scalp E
voltages.
04192
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theta instability, whose frequency decreases slightly tow
the front. The front right surface corresponds to a ze
frequency instability and follows the planex1y51 down to
y5yc'20.2 where Imq2 at small f changes sign. Ata
*100 s21 the upper boundary develops beta instability
eas between the alpha and spindle areas at right, and a
and beta areas between the spindle and theta areas. B
we identify the boundaries with onsets of generalized s
zures.

VI. STATES OF AROUSAL

Normal states must lie within the stability zone in Fig.
The following arguments regarding the arousal sequen
from high alertness~HA! to deep sleep, further constrain th
relevant regions of parameter space and place this sequ
as shown in Fig. 3:~a! Deep sleep has relatively high del
and theta amplitudes, and does not normally show alp
except in states such as barbiturate coma. Sleep and ane
sia thus havey&0, and waking the reverse. This implie
Sd1Si,0 in sleep, a physiologically reasonable conclusio
since sleep is associated with increased activity in the ret
lar thalamic nucleus, which acts to suppress relay nuc
attenuating incoming stimuli and positive feedback to t
cortex @3#. ~b! The approximately 1/f spectra seen at abou
1–6 Hz in many subjects imply 12x2y!1 @19#, which
puts the arousal sequence near the right boundary in Fi
and constrainsz to be small for largeuyu to avoid alpha
instability. ~c! The large'10-Hz spindles seen in sleep sta
2 (S2) imply that this state is near the spindle instabil
boundary at largez, while the low-frequency content of ac
companyingK complexes~transient impulse responses! im-

-

G

FIG. 3. Stability zone for nominal parameters in Eq.~12!, except
a560 s21. The surface is shaded according to instability, as
beled~dark gray for spindle, light gray at right for alpha, light gra
at left for theta!, with the front right face left transparent as
corresponds to a zero-frequency instability. Approximate locati
are shown of eyes-open~EO!, eyes-closed~EC!, sleep stage 1 (S1),
S2, S4, REM (R), deep anesthesia (A), and barbiturate or alpha
coma~C! states, an onset of petit mal (P), and the nominal param
eters in Table I (T), with each state located at the top of its ba
whosex andy coordinates can be read from the grid. Irregulariti
in edges and shading are numerical artifacts. A very narrow, rap
tapering extension of the stable zone continues to larger negaty
for x'z'0, but this is not shown.
4-4
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FIG. 4. Model time series~left hand frames!, spectra~dotted curves in right hand frames, arbitrary units!, and linear spectra from Eq.~8!
~solid curves in right hand frames!, for states at the points in Fig. 3 labeled~a! EO, ~b! EC, ~c! S2, ~d! S4, ~e! C, and~f! A.
k
t
r

st

n

ear
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plies x'1 andy'yc . ~d! The steep low-f spectra in deep
~stages 3 and 4! sleep implyx'1 andy'yc @19#, but with z
smaller than inS2 because spindles are less pronounced.~e!
Sharp alpha peaks in eyes-closed~EC! waking spectra put
this state near the alpha boundary.~f! Weak or absent pea
structure in HA, eyes-open~EO!, rapid eye movemen
~REM! sleep, andS1 states@2# means they are located fa
from boundaries and neary50. Noting the inferred locations
of other states and the fact that the arousal sequence mu
continuous, REM andS1 must lie neary50, with HA and
EO at small positivey, further from the alpha boundary tha
EC. A natural mechanism to decreasey at highfe exists in
04192
be

that theGab increase withfa for fa,Q/2, so the ratio of the
negative feedback term (Si , cubic in thefa! to the positive
one (Sd , quadratic! grows, increasing stability.~g! Deep an-
esthesia is characterized by slow waves, placing it nearS4,
but its low voltage puts it further from boundaries.

Figure 4 shows model time series, spectra, and lin
spectra from Eq.~8!, for parameters illustrating EO, EC,S2,
S4, alpha-coma, and deep-anesthesia states, holdingQ, ge ,
t0 , b/a, nei , andnsn at their nominal values, and varyinga
and the othernab only moderately. The features seen in ea
figure strongly resemble those of the corresponding exp
mental data@2# and their locations inxyz space and othe
4-5
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properties agree with the above inferences. Moreover, sl
state firing rates in cortical neurons, the reticular nucle
and relay nuclei are found to be moderate, high, and l
respectively, in accord with experiment and the hypothe
that the reticular nucleus strongly affects attention by c
trolling the gating of incoming stimuli, while leaving th
cortex active even in sleep@3,28,29#.

VII. FITS TO EEG SPECTRA

To test our model and determine some of its paramet
we used a Levenberg-Marquardt method@30# to fit its linear
spectrum to EEG spectra in a database collected with ap
priate ethical clearances and informed consent@31#. Data
were recorded at a 250-Hz sampling rate at the Cz elect
~at the top of the head! relative to a linked-ears referenc
using a low-pass filter with26-dB point at 50 Hz, then
processed to remove ocular artifacts@31#. For each indi-
vidual and arousal state, spectra were calculated for 15
cessive 8-s segments of data, averaged, then the model
trum was fitted to this average. The relevant fit parame
were a, ge , t0 , Gee, Gei , Sd , Si , and Sr , with b/a54
fixed. Figure 5 shows illustrative examples of the fit to t
EO and EC spectra of a typical subject, demonstrating
all the major features are reproduced with reasonable a
racy.

Fits to EO and EC spectra of 103 normal adults yield
mean values ofge5140 s21 andt0585 ms, near the nomi
nal ones in Table I, with meana decreasing from 103 s21 to
82 s21 between EO and EC. They confirm the above inf
ences regarding EC and EO states. Mean coordinates
(x,y,z)'(0.50,0.29,0.09) for EC and (0.69,0.09,0.09) f
EO, with standard deviations of approximate
(0.03,0.02,0.01) in both cases. The differences in thex andy
values are found to be significant at the 99.9% confide
level according to a paired-samplet-test (p,0.001). Full
details of the experimental work, fits, and statistical tests w
shortly be submitted for publication in the clinical literatur
while analyses of sleep data are planned to test the mod
other states of arousal.

Significantly, shifts between different states of arousal,
seen in Figs. 3 and 4, can be largely achieved by mode
changes in thalamicnab , in accord with the central role in
ferred for the thalamus in determining level of attention a
arousal@3,28,29#.

VIII. PETIT MAL SEIZURES

Petit mal is one of the most common generalized epil
sies. Such seizures are mostly seen between ages 4 an
last 5–20 s, cause loss of consciousness, and show a
nounced EEG spike-wave cycle that starts and stops abru
across the whole scalp@2#. The frequency falls gradually
from around 4 Hz to under 3 Hz in most cases, and n
REM sleep and hyperventilation are powerful seizure acti
tors. Experiments show that the loops in Fig. 1 are esse
in producing petit mal, with the cortex synchronizing th
lamic activity @2,10,28,32#. Also, g-aminobutyric acid~an
inhibitory neurotransmitter! antagonists such as penicilli
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can start spike-wave oscillations, in some cases conver
spindles to spike-wave complexes@2,28,32#. Similar spike-
wave oscillations are seen in some partial seizures@2,25#.

Our model gives rise to'3-Hz spike-wave cycles as th
nonlinear stage of theta instability@Fig. 2~a!#. We argue that
these closely resemble petit mal seizures, and the strong
rameter sensitivities noted above can account for the va
tion seen in details of seizure wave forms@2#. The conse-
quence that non-REM sleep must lie toward this instabi
boundary is consistent with Fig. 3. The role of hyperventi
tion is also reasonable if we assume it increases metab
rates and, hence, theGab . This would lead toward the thet

FIG. 5. Illustrative examples comparing the observed~solid
curves! and fitted~dotted curves! spectra for a typical subject.~a!
EC. ~b! EO.
4-6
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boundary due to the resulting increase inuSi /Sdu, discussed
above.

Analysis of the petit mal cycle in our model shows that
consists of a flip flop~a system that alternates between tw
states! in the limit ge ,a→`, a residue of which is seen i
Fig. 6, which hast050.2 s for clarity. The high-fe part
corresponds to largefs incident on the cortex as a result o
low f r a time t0/2 earlier and lowfe a time t0 earlier; the
low-fe part corresponds to the converse, with near silenc
relay nuclei, as seen experimentally. Signals make two
cuits of the system before it returns to its original state, g
ing a theta-band period 2t0. At finite a, signals traveling via
the reticular nucleus are delayed by'1/a11/b more than
those that only pass through relay nuclei. Hence, whenfe
flips to its upper state, there is a short periodt0/2 later when
Sd.uSi u, resulting anothert0/2 later in a spike of duration
'a21. ~Polyspikes occur near the intersection of the th
and spindle instability boundaries in Fig. 3, as the result
the interplay between these two instabilities.! Finite a andge
also round off the other side of each square wave and finia
leads to damped ringing atv5(ab)1/2 in the intrathalamic
loop. Reduction oft0 to its physiological value restricts ring
ing to about one cycle before the spike. These mechani
accord with the experimental inferences above, and obse
EEGs often show a residual high-fe flip-flop plateau in each
cycle @2,25,33#.

Estimation of the time required to circle the domina
loop in the above mechanism implies a petit mal period

T'2t016/a16/b14/ge , ~16!

which has been verified numerically, is consistent with o
servations, and explains the relative insensitivity ofT to
many parameters. The main features of the wave form, a
from spindle-related oscillations, can be found in examp
with b,ge5`, but finite a, which implies that the three
dimensional~3D! system resulting from our equations in th
limit contains the essential dynamics~a 5D system withb
finite in the intrathalamic loop also reproduces spindle!.
This accords with recent findings that dimensions of ti
series of petit mal and related seizures are low@24,25,33#. If
t0 andge do not change from EO values, the frequency dr
during seizure then implies a decrease ina from *100 s21

to &50 s21, which is plausible given the change betwe
EO and EC and the need fora520240 s21 in S2 to ac-
count for spindles as intrathalamic resonances.

A typical onset point for a petit mal seizure is shown
Fig. 3. Transformation of spindles into petit mal is inferred

FIG. 6. Petit mal dynamics fora550 s21, t050.2 s, andge

5100 s21. Residual flip-flop plateaus lie nearfe52 s21 andfe

510 s21.
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occur by moving from the vicinity ofS2 to the theta insta-
bility zone, with a rapid switch of activity from roughly 10
Hz to 3 Hz, as seen experimentally@32#. Large values ofge
favor instability, which may explain the typical onset of pe
mal at around age 4, sincege rises in children due to myeli-
nation. The typical upper limit at age 20 must be due to ot
parameter changes.

IX. GRAND MAL SEIZURES

After a short transient in which there is a sudden red
tion in EEG amplitude, grand mal seizures display a to
phase of large, roughly 10-Hz oscillations, lasting about 1
The following clonic phase lasts around 10 s, dominated
polyspike-wave complexes that fall in frequency fro
roughly 4 to 1 Hz. A period of very low amplitude EEG
follows, slowly giving way to normal activity. Grand ma
with primary generalization occurs often on waking, rarely
sleep, and never in REM sleep, but secondarily general
seizures often occur in sleep. Many subjects with grand
or petit mal have both, implying that the parameters must
similar. The thalamic structures in Fig. 1, especially the
ticular nucleus, are strongly implicated in grand mal@2#.

We argue that the tonic phase of grand mal is the non
ear stage of the alpha or spindle instability of Fig. 3, tha
beta subtype may exist fora*100 s21, and speculate tha
the existence of these subtypes may account for some o
clinical variation in grand mal seizures. Onset at negativy
would entail the observed amplitude reduction as the smay
zone was crossed from waking, onset aty.0 on waking
would involve a similar dropout in the reverse directio
while drug induced seizures may set in near the alpha co
point in Fig. 3. The clonic phase plausibly corresponds
parameter changes into the theta instability zone, causin
rapid shift in dominant frequency as petit-mal-like spik
wave complexes set in. We argue that this is followed
emergence into the region nearA in Fig. 3, where EEGs are
of very low amplitude, with subsequent reemergence to w
ing roughly along the normal arousal sequence.

In simulated spectra, we observe multiple strong harm
ics of the fundamental instability frequency, which resem
the ones detected in partial seizures@34#. The effect of spatial
variations remains to be incorporated here, so we cannot
low frequency variations in the fundamental frequency,
example. However, our analysis is adequate to capture
tures that do not depend strongly on boundary conditi
~i.e., for which the relevant part of the cortex can be cons
ered without reference to other parts!.

The reduced 3D dynamical system of the preceding s
tion can also reproduce grand mal-like time series~although
not ones started via spindle instability, which require a
system!, dominated by'10-Hz oscillations. Highge favors
instability, in accord with the conclusion that low myelina
tion precludes grand mal below the age of 6 months and
rarity of epileptic seizures in patients with demyelinating d
eases as multiple sclerosis@2#.

X. ENTRAINMENT AND SEIZURE ACTIVATION

Driving our system by adding a sinusoidal part tofn
enables one to determine the steady state evoked pote
4-7
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FIG. 7. Spectral densitiesP1 andP2 at the alpha resonance and its harmonic vs alpha-resonant stimulus strengthDfn . ~a! P1 /(Dfn)2

normalized to 1 at left.~b! P2 /P1.
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~SSEP! as a function of frequency directly. The amplitud
peaks at linear resonances and is nearly proportional to
of the stimulus, except at high values where it increases
idly and harmonics are generated~Fig. 7!. This is consistent
with experiments in which periodic stimuli, particularly v
sual, can entrain EEG activity, sharpening the alpha re
nance, for example, without moving it@22#, and can even
lead to grand mal or petit mal seizures@2#. Significantly, the
relevant resonant frequencies~5–20 Hz! span the range
where photic stimulation is most effective@2#.

We find similar results when noise is applied to the s
tem, but a much higher amplitude is required to produ
nonlinear effects, because the stimulus power is not con
trated at a resonant frequency. The stronger entraining e
of sinusoidally modulated light relative to periodic flash
@22#, is explained by the same effect, and the global mo
being the least stable@16,20# explains the stronger effect o
diffuse light in inducing photic reactions@2,23#, since it
couples more of its power into this mode than does a lo
ized or spatially structured source.

Recently, it was shown that'1% of spontaneously oc
curring alpha signals show signs of nonlinearity@35–37#.
This is consistent with our model, since the strongest pe
lie nearest to the alpha instability boundary, where nonlin
effects are expected to be maximal.

It is known that feedback of a subject’s own EEG~e.g.,
via modulation of a light source! can induce seizures@38#. In
our model this corresponds to introducing a positive fe
back term that shifts theq2 curve until it reaches the origin
This shift can be narrowband if bandpass-filtered EEG is
back, leaving the remainder of the curve unaffected, an
most effective at linear resonances.

XI. DISCUSSION

The approach followed here balances the need for ph
ological realism against the desirability of having as few p
rameters as possible, leading to a model that incorporate
main features of corticothalamic physiology and anatomy
ing only 15 parameters. The predictions of this model p
vide a unified description of a wide range of phenome
with six parameters fixed across all states, and the ot
only varying moderately. Of particular importance is the
ducedxyz parameter space in which the stability zone of t
brain is easily visualized, and arousal sequences can be
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strained. The boundaries of this zone are identified with
sets of generalized seizures, consistent with known feat
of their time series and patterns of occurrence. Reduced
namical descriptions derived from the model explain inferr
low-dimensional dynamics in petit mal seizures and imp
similar behavior in grand mal. Other nonlinear behavio
such as entrainment and seizure activation are also re
duced. The results support the utility of corticothalamic co
tinuum models, while the formalism allows other loops~e.g.,
cortex brainstem, thalamus brainstem! to be easily included.

Fitting the model’s predictions to observations provide
noninvasive probe of large-scale physiology that yields
rameter values consistent with theoretical considerations
independent physiological measures. This enables state
arousal, seizure onsets, and pathologies to be assigne
distinct regions of parameter space. We find that the nor
arousal sequence has a simple, ordered form inxyz space,
that clinically observed waking states lie at the theoretica
inferred locations, and that seizure onsets lie close to
most commonly seen precursor states. The parameter s
thus provides a physiologically based organizing framew
for a wide variety of phenomena. The topography of th
space may in itself point the way to new connections amo
phenomena, such as the dual role identified here for spin
and alpha instabilities in initiating grand mal seizure
Against this topography, the significance of the parame
that distinguish the various cases, and cause transitions
tween them, can also be explored systematically in fut
work. It is hoped that the central role of relatively few p
rameters in this model, particularly the couplingsnab , will
prompt physiologists to measure these quantities more a
rately.

The above points demonstrate that the approach expl
here provides a powerful framework for further studies. S
tial structure must also be included; this can be done
proximately by adding2r a

2¹2fa to the left of Eq.~6!, yield-
ing a partial differential equation in position and tim
however, in cases where part of the cortex can be treate
approximately uniform, the present analysis suffices. Equ
importantly, it remains to investigate what additional facto
control progression along inferred arousal sequences and
seizures or other disorders on time scales much longer
those of EEG rhythms themselves. This will require incorp
ration of neuromodulator dynamics@18# and brainstem re-
ticular activation.

A key feature of our approach—and a major differen
4-8
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from much of neuroscience—is that we extract a broad ra
of behavior from modest changes in the parameters o
single physiologically based model, without postulating ex
mechanisms. Most strikingly, the distinction between s
zures and normal states is simply the crossing of the rele
stability boundary, leading to a rapid change in behav
d
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Thalamic couplings play central roles in determining sta
of arousal and attention.
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